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• Both intrinsic and realizable predictability are studied on DTR fluctuations.
• Well defined regime-dependent relation between two predictabilities exists.
• Overall South–North asymmetric predictability is revealed in DTR over China.
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a b s t r a c t

Predictability is an important topic in weather and climate studies. Model-free andmodel-
based quantification of diurnal temperature range (DTR) time series predictability is
provided in this paper. Both intrinsic predictability quantified by the permutation entropy
and realizable predictability defined by the model’s forecasting error are studied on DTR
fluctuations. The intrinsic predictability tells us whether there are more predictive struc-
tures in DTR fluctuations and to what extent the maximal predictability can be reached.
The realizable predictability measures the degree of prediction to which adopted model
reaches. Results show that there is a well defined regime-dependent pattern between the
intrinsic predictability and the realizable predictability in DTR fluctuations, and both the
intrinsic predictability and the realizable predictability in DTR fluctuations over China are
overall South–North (with the dividing line around the latitude of 37◦N and almost along
the Yellow River, and south and north to this line are called southern China and northern
China in this study) asymmetric with higher predictability in southern China and weaker
predictability in northern China. This South–North contrasting predictability behavior is
closely related to the DTR’s South–North asymmetric multi-fractal behavior.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It has been widely recognized that the study of predictability is multifaced and related to diverse fields [1]. There are
different definitions for the predictability in different fields, including mathematics, human–computer interaction, human
sentence processing, biology, popular culture, macroeconomics, climate and so on. From Wikipedia, the definition of the
predictability is the degree to which a correct prediction or forecast of a system’s state can be made either qualitatively or
quantitatively. Therefore, predictability is firstly intrinsic to a system, and it can be called the intrinsic predictability [1–3].
This intrinsic predictability is distinct from those from any model, which is taken as the realizable predictability [2,3]. Both
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intrinsic predictability and realizable predictability can be quantified by the measures estimated from the outputs of any
given system [2–21]. It is suggested that the intrinsic predictability [2,3] can be approximated by data-driven measures
of time series structured information, such as mean prediction time [4], fractal dimension [5], Lyapunov exponents and
improved Lyapunov exponents [11,12,14,17–20], memory or persistence [13,15,21] and entropy [6,10] or permutation
entropy (PE) [22–24]. While realizable predictability is often quantified by means of the correlation coefficient between
observations and predictions or forecasting error (FE)measures [7,16]. Previous studies also show that there is awell defined
correlation between PE and FE [2,3]. If there is any structured information, deterministic or stochastic, in the time series,
and then the estimated PE from any given time series will decrease and corresponding estimated FEmay also decrease. Well
defined structures hidden in any given time series can enhance both intrinsic predictability and realizable predictability [9].

However, both the conjecture that PE can estimate the intrinsic predictability and its well defined relation to FE are
only validated in a limited range of outputs of idealized models or empirical observations. As one of the most important
predictability study fields, time series from atmospheric system has not been carefully checked.Will the predictive structure
in atmospheric time series be effectively quantified by PE? Could the well defined relationship between PE and FE be
recovered in atmospheric time series? Previous studies show that there are different ordinal patterns in daily mean
temperature (Tmean) variations [25–28], such as rapid cooling and gradual warming at the mid-latitudes [28,29]. Apart
from Tmean, there are other temperature variables, such as maximum temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin)
and diurnal temperature range (DTR, DTR = Tmax − Tmin) [30–35]. These temperature variables may have different
variation’s features from those of Tmean. At the same time, studies show that PE–FE relation suffers from the nonlinearity
of underlying dynamics [2,3]. Among above-mentioned different air temperature variables, DTR has dominant regional
nonlinearity disparities and it was found that there are distinguished mono-fractal and multi-fractal behaviors for DTR over
northern and southern China with a dividing line around 30◦N and almost along Yangtze River [36]. Will DTR’s contrasting
fractal behaviors over northern and southern China affect the DTR’s predictability over these regions of China? Therefore,
in this paper, DTR will be chosen to answer above raised questions and we also try to find whether there exist the DTR’s
regional predictability disparities over China.

The rest of our paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the data source used in this paperwill be briefly described.Model
to reach the predictions, measures for realizable predictability-FE and intrinsic predictability-PE are outlined in Section 3.
Detailed results about descriptive and quantitative features for FE and PE will be presented in Section 4. At last, conclusions
given in this paper with some discussions are shown in Section 5.

2. Data

In this paper, homogenized direct observations [37] of daily maximum and minimum temperatures (Tmax and Tmin)
were downloaded from the China meteorological data sharing service system (http://data.cma.cn/en). And records over 194
meteorological stations taking part in international exchanges were chosen for further Analysis. Since there are consecutive
missing points in records over some stations and the beginning times over some stations are later than those over most of
stations, missing points and different length sizes will result in biased results. For the consistent derived results and reliable
statistics, only records over 185 stations with duration from 1970 to 2013 without missing points were chosen as the major
analysis. At the same time, records over 157 stations with longer duration from 1960 to 2015 without missing points taken
as validated check were also analyzed in this paper. For records over each station, diurnal temperature range (DTR) can be
calculated in each day from Tmax and Tmin by means of DTR = Tmax − Tmin.

Suffering from the sun radiation, there are dominated annul cycle or slow changing variations in DTR variations. Actually,
these slowly varying periodic variations can give distorted calculating for the statistical measures of fast fluctuations [38].
Since the calculations and analysis in this paper are more involved in local variations [29], these long time-scale variations
(such as seasonal trend) were eliminated by the following operations, DTR′

i = DTRi − ⟨DTRi⟩ [39], where DTRi is any given
daily DTR, ⟨DTRi⟩ is its long-time climatological average for each calendar day, and DTR′

i is called DTR fluctuations. In the
following parts, all calculations are based on DTR fluctuations.

3. Methods

3.1. ARFIMA(p, d, q) model and parameters’ determination

Predictability studies are involved in model-based and model-free (data driven) ways. It is also generally accepted in
the literature that fluctuations of many atmospheric variables can be well modeled by linear processes or models, such
as autoregressive (AR) processes [40–42]. In this paper, autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA)
model [43] is chosen to model the DTR fluctuations. And this model is often written as ARFIMA(p, d, q) with p the order
of the autoregressive model, q the order of the moving-average model, and d related to the degree of memory (it can take
the fractional values). d can be determined by d = α − 0.5, where α is long-termed memory (LTM) exponent and it can be
estimated by detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [39,44–47] method from a given time series. For a given time series xi,
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N with data length of N , steps of DFA algorithm can be briefly outlined as follows: (1) calculate its profile:
yj =

∑i=j
i=1 xi − x̄i, with the mean x̄i =

1
N

∑i=N
i=1 xi; (2) for each changing time scale s, divide N into M intervals (M = ⌊N/s⌋,

⌊⌋ is rounding down calculation) and fit local trend yt within each interval to reach the detrended profile: y′

j = yj − yt ; (3)

http://data.cma.cn/en
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calculate fluctuation function: F 2(s) =
1
M

∑k=M
k=1 ( 1s

∑j=ks
j=1+(k−1)s y

′2
j ); (4) estimate DFA exponent α according to the scaling

law: F (s) ∝ sα . The other two parameters p and q can be determined by the least squares fitting, since the goal of this study
is not to derive the optimal model to DTR fluctuations, we set p = 3 and q = 0 thorough this paper. Actually, the different
choice of p and qwill not alter the results qualitatively at all (figures not shown here).

It should be noted that the whole DTR fluctuation series were applied to estimate the LTM exponent α and thewhole DTR
fluctuation series over each station would be divided into two parts of equal data length, one was taken as training series to
fit the ARFIMA(p, d, q) model (determining coefficients in AR(3)) and the other was testing series, which would be applied
to make one-step ahead prediction with the help of fitted ARFIMA(p, d, q) model.

3.2. Measure on the realizable predictability: forecasting error

Themodel forecasting error (FE) is the usualmeasure towhether prediction is successful or not for a specificmodel, which
is taken as the realizable predictability of a specific model to a given underlying process [3]. At the same time, residuals in
regression analysis have been applied to check the performance and applicability of fitted model to the underlying analyzed
series [48]. So, in this paper, residuals ei between the testing series DTR′

i and its predicted counterparts D̂TR′

i are taken to
define FE as

FE =

∑i=n
i=1 e

2
i∑i=n

i=1 E
2
i

(1)

with

ei = DTR′

i − D̂TR′

i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (2)

where n is the data length of the testing series DTR′

i , and Ei is Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit standard
deviation. From Eq. (1), it is obvious that for a signal with perfect predictive structures, such as sinusoidal signal, the value of
FE equals to zero; for a signal with no predictive structure, such as Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit standard
deviation, the value of FE equals to 1.

3.3. Measure on the intrinsic predictability: permutation entropy

It has been pointed out that the system’s intrinsic predictability (the highest achievable predictability) is closely related to
its system dynamics and it can be quantified by permutation entropy (PE) [22], a model-free, information-theoretic measure
of the complexity of a time series [2,22,23,49].

For a given time series outputted from any system xi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N with data length of N , ordinal patterns within
a given fixed window, such as D = 3, 4, 5, 6 · · ·, can be applied to symbolize this series into corresponding permutation
sequence with possible D! kinds of permutations. For each permutation πj, its relative frequency of occurrence for the whole
time series can be derived as p(πj) (see [22] for details) and corresponding PE can be defined as

PE = −
1

logD!

j=D!∑
j=1

p(πj) log p(πj) (3)

and for PE from Eq. (3), its maximal value is 1 (for totally stochastic signals, such as white noise) and minimal value is zero
(for totally deterministic signals, such as sinusoidal signal). If more predictive structures are hidden in time series, the value
of PE from the corresponding time series will decrease greatly.

4. Results

4.1. Model-based predictability: realizable predictability and its quantification

First of all, themodel-based results are shown. Just aswe havementioned in the above sections, the objective in this paper
is not to achieve an optimalmodel to predict the DTR’s variations, but to show that there are different predictive structures in
DTR’s variations over different regions. Therefore, allmodel-based results given in this paper are fromARFIMA(3, d, 0)model.
The same preset parameters can let us discover the different predictive structures in DTR’s variations over different regions.
This can be directly found in Fig. 1, where a piece of typical DTR anomaly series from a representative station over northern
and southern China are presented, one is station 52602(38.45◦N, 93.20◦E) and the other is station 56964(22.47◦N, 100.58◦E).
Over northern China,much lessDTR’s variations are caught in predicted series, somore of this structured information is left in
the residuals. Contrary to this case, more DTR’s variations over southern China are caught in predicted series, less structured
information is left in the residuals. Since the realizable predictability is often quantified through the correlation coefficient
between observations and predictions [3], we will check whether this measure works well in realizable predictability for
DTR’s fluctuations. For 22-year testing series over a given station, we can derive predicted one and its residuals. And then, we
can calculate a pair of correlation coefficients over each station, one is between testing series and predicted one, and the other
between testing series and residuals. At last, 185 paired correlation coefficients were reached. In fact, the different realizable
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Fig. 1. A piece of typical DTR anomaly series from a representative station (a) 52602 (38.45◦N,93.20◦E) over northern China, and (b) 56964
(22.47◦N,100.58◦E) over southern China.

Fig. 2. Scatter plots of 22-year testing DTR anomaly series versus its predicted and residual parts from a representative station (a) 52602 (38.45◦N,93.20◦E)
over northern China, and (b) 56964 (22.47◦N,100.58◦E) over southern China.

Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of correlation coefficients between 22-year testing DTR anomaly series and its (a) predicted, (b) residual series.

predictability behaviors can be indeed further revealed in the scatter plots for 22-year testing DTR anomaly series versus

its predicted and residual parts, as shown in Fig. 2 from above two representative stations 52602(38.45◦N, 93.20◦E) and
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot for correlation coefficients between 22-year testing DTR anomaly series and predicted ones versus correlation coefficients between
22-year testing DTR anomaly series and residuals.

56964(22.47◦N, 100.58◦E) for details. Over northern China, the correlation between the testing DTR anomaly series and its
predictions is weaker than that between the testing DTR anomaly series and its residuals, see Fig. 2a. However, over southern
China, the correlation between the testingDTR anomaly series and its predictions is higher than that between the testingDTR
anomaly series and its residuals, see Fig. 2b. Detailed spatial distribution of correlation coefficient between observations and
predictions/residuals is shown in Fig. 3. First of all, we can see linear model as ARFIMA(p, d, q) does not work well for DTR’s
fluctuations, since the overall correlation coefficients between observations and predictions are all not high, see Fig. 3a.
Instead, the correlation coefficients between observations and residuals are higher, and all of the correlation coefficients
are almost higher than 0.55. This indicates that most of structured information in original series is left in residuals, and
ARFIMA(3, d, 0) model fails to catch this information. Secondly, there are dominant region-dependent spatial patterns of
the realizable predictability behaviors, and they are overall lower over northern China but higher over southern China.
Above results are similar as the findings given in Ref. [36] that the DTR’s variations are multi-fractal over southern China,
but mono-fractal over northern China. Further analysis shows that there is a well defined monotonic negative correlation
pattern between these two correlation coefficients. When the correlation coefficients between testing DTR anomaly series
andpredictions are lower, correspondingly, the correlation coefficients between testingDTR anomaly series and residuals are
higher, vice versus. It should be also pointed out that this monotonic negative correlation is not linear, see Fig. 4. Even when
the correlation coefficients between testing DTR anomaly series and predictions are close to 1, the correlation coefficients
between testing DTR anomaly series and residuals are still high, above 0.55. However, when the correlation coefficients
between testing DTR anomaly series and residuals are close to 1, the correlation coefficients between testing DTR anomaly
series and predictions can reach much lower value, only 0.2. This marked asymmetric behavior maybe indicates that DTR
anomaly series are not outputs of a linear process.

4.2. Data-driven predictability: intrinsic predictability and its quantification

In order to well understand the dominant region-dependent spatial patterns of the DTR’s realizable predictability
behaviors, we further carried out studies on DTR’s intrinsic predictability. Different from previous studies [2,3] where
weighted PE (WPE, amplitude information in time series is incorporated [49]) was adopted to estimate the intrinsic
predictability, only PEwas chosen in this paper to quantifyDTR’s intrinsic predictability (wewill discusswhywe chose PE and
it is suitable to cope with DTR’s intrinsic predictability in the last section). With the help of Eq. (3), PE is calculated for DTR’s
fluctuations over each station. Spatial distribution of PE with D = 4 for 44-year original series over 185 stations is shown in
Fig. 5a. Following the definition given in Ref. [2,3], 1 − PE is approximated as the intrinsic predictability of any given time
series. Then the first direct impression acquired in Fig. 5a is that the intrinsic predictability is lower for DTR’s fluctuations,
since all values of 1 − PE are much close to zero. The second direct impression is that there is marked contrasting intrinsic
predictability over northern and southern China. Long striped regions of the highest PE values are located in or north to the
Yellow River regions, which are in well accord with the regions of the lowest correlation efficient values given in Fig. 3a. At
the same time, regions of the lower PE values are mainly located over souther China, which are also in well accord with the
regions of the higher correlation coefficient values given in Fig. 3a. These results indicate that there is a good correspondence
between the intrinsic predictability and realizable predictability.

For better to see the correspondence between the intrinsic predictability and realizable predictability, the whole DTR’
fluctuation records are divided into two parts of equal data length, and the first part is taken as training series and the
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of (a) PE with D = 4 for 44-year original series, (b) FE for 22-year predicted series.

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of PE with D = 4 over 22 years for (a) training (b) testing and (c) predicted DTR anomaly series.

second part as the testing series. At the same time, the predictions from the testing series can be reached based on the fitted
ARFIMA(p, d, q) model from the training series. Comparing the PE from both training and testing series, we can see that the
overall patterns are similar, and there still exist contrasting intrinsic predictability behaviors over northern and southern
China, see Fig. 6a and 6b. However, the intrinsic predictability is enhanced during the second 22 years. The long striped
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of PE with D = 4 over 22 years for residuals of the testing DTR anomaly series with (a) the color bar of the same scale as in Fig. 6,
(b) the re-scaled color bar to (1 − PE) ∗ 1000.

Fig. 8. Scatter plot for PE from the 22-year testing series v.s. FE from predicted series of the corresponding 22-year testing series. The dash black lines
provide a visual guide for different regimes of overall monotonic behavior and the vertical dash–dot black line for visual guide of regime dividing.

regions of the highest PE values are shrinkedwith the decreased intrinsic predictability strength and the regions of the lower
PE values are expanded with enhanced intrinsic predictability strength. This indicates that intrinsic predictability strength
may changewith time, and instantaneous or long-term variations of the DTR’s intrinsic predictability should be also carefully
checked. The PE of corresponding predictions shares the quite similar features with that of the training series, both their
strength and spatial patterns, see Fig. 6b and 6c. The resemblance between the training series and predictions can be further
confirmed in the results from corresponding residuals. The strength of PE over all the stations is close to the upper limit of PE,
and the spatial distribution of PE over all the stations is uniform, see Fig. 7a, although minor difference can be still found in
re-scaled case, see Fig. 7b. At last, we want to reemphasize an important point that the resemblance between predictability
and multi-fractal strength North–South contrasting spatial pattern indicates a close relationship between them. When the
multi-fractal strength is stronger over southern China, both the intrinsic and realizable predictability are also higher, on the
contrary, when the multi-fractal strength is weaker over northern China, both the intrinsic and realizable predictability are
also lower. Thismay indicate that the enhancedmulti-fractal strength favors the increase in predictability, both intrinsic and
realizable. The predictive structures in DTR fluctuations can be effectively quantified by both PE and FE, especially spatial
patterns of predictive structures in DTR fluctuations can be effectively quantified by both PE and FE.

4.3. Relation between PE and FE in DTR

Previous studies found there is awell defined correlation pattern betweenWPE and FE [2,3] and the intrinsic predictability
is positively correlated with the realizable predictability. In the above section, we have shown that PE is in well accord with
the correlation coefficient between testing series and predictions.
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Fig. 9. The effect of D on estimation of PE, (a) values of PE for D = 3, 4, 5 over each station and (b) scatter plots of PE for D = 4 V.S. D = 3, 5 from 1970 to
2013 over 185 stations. The dash black lines provide a visual guide for monotonic line relation between D = 4 and D = 3, 5 and the dash blue line is 1 : 1
diagonal line for visual guide.

Fig. 10. Scatter plot for PE from 1970 to 2013 versus 1960 to 2015 over 185 stations. The dash blue line is 1 : 1 diagonal line for visual guide.

To better confirm this close relationship, we calculate the FE based on the definition given in Eq. (1) from the residuals.
The spatial distribution of FE showsmuch clearer North–South contrasting behaviors, see Fig. 5b. The latitude of around 37◦N
is the dividing line, where the FE is below 1 over regions south to this line, and FE above 1 over regions north to this line. And
the smaller values of FE over southern China indicate there are more deterministic predictive structures in the testing DTR’s
fluctuations. Just as we havementioned in previous section, when the training series are sinusoidal signals, the calculated FE
should be the bottom limit zero. Due to higher frequency fluctuations ormeasured noise in DTR’s fluctuations, the calculated
FE cannot reach the bottom limit. On the contrary, there are less deterministic predictive structures in the testing DTR’s
fluctuations over northern China, therefore, the estimated FE is higher than 1. And most importantly, the spatial patterns
of FE resemble very well those of PE given in Fig. 5a, though the detailed strength is different between them. Actually, this
inconsistency in strength between them is maybe from the fact that the relationship between PE and FE is not totally linear,
see Fig. 8. From the scatter plot for PE from the 22-year testing series versus FE from predicted series of the corresponding
22-year testing series, regime dependent relations can be revealed. When PE is less than 0.973, FE is overall unchanged, but
when PE is larger than 0.973, FE overall linearly increases as PE increases. However, the details shown in Fig. 8 also indicate
that there maybe exist still other factors contributing to this relationship. At the same time, higher PE for DTR anomaly
indicates that structured information, the nonlinear and/or deterministic strength, in DTR anomaly is muchweaker, so there
is no too much predictability (1-PE is close to zero) in DTR anomaly. The physical meaning for this lower value is that even
we can build the perfect model, the realizable predictability is still very low for DTR anomaly.
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Fig. 11. Scatter plot for PE v.s. WPE for DTR from 1970 to 2013 over 185 stations. The dash blue line provides a visual guide for monotonic line relation
between PE and WPE.

5. Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, both realizable and intrinsic predictability of DTR have been quantified by model-based measure FE and
data-driven measure PE, and it is confirmed that there is still well defined relation between FE and PE in DTR fluctuations.
This is an interesting finding since the well defined relation between FE and PE has only been reported in some idealized
series and empirical series [2,3]. This is the first result found in the climate field and there is a regime dependent relation
between FE and PE.

There are some issues that we should must do to check whether these findings are robust to the parameter choice.
Firstly, we check the choice of PE dimension D. All results given in this paper are mainly based on D = 4, we should

validate that the results are robust to different choices of D. Careful calculations for different choices of D show that the
results are qualitatively insensitive to the choice of D. This can be revealed in Fig. 9, where PE are calculated for D = 3, D = 4
and D = 5. We can see that although the specific values of PE over each station for changing D are different, the qualitative
behaviors over all stations are similar for different choices of D. And this qualitative consistence can be further confirmed in
the scatter plot of PE for D = 4 versus those for D = 3 or D = 5, where PE over all stations for different choices of D is nearly
in a straight line. This further indicates that the results given in this paper are insensitive to the choice of D.

The second issue should be considered is the finite length effect in the analysis. We have used data with different lengths
in this paper for different purposes, we should make sure that this will not cause any serious problem in reaching our basic
conclusion. Due to the advantage of permutation method [22,23], the finite size effect is minor even when the short series
is considered. The recommended data length L given in Ref. [23] is L ≥ 5D!, we can see that this can be easily satisfied in our
calculations. For comparison, we show the results from different spans used in this paper in Fig. 10. It is obvious that both
results perfectly lie in the 1 : 1 line, and this indicates that results from different spans are nearly the same. Actually, even
much shorter (but larger than two years) data size is chosen, the results are also not altered qualitatively (figures are not
shown here).

In this paper, permutation entropy not weighted permutation entropy [2,3] has been adopted to quantify the intrinsic
predictability in time series. Will this choice distort the results given in this paper? The answer is surely not. Calculations
of both permutation entropy and weighted permutation entropy over all 185 stations show that the results from both
measures for DTR over 185 stations are qualitatively similar, and this can be found in Fig. 11. Further studies show that
the DTR fluctuations are almost Gaussian distributed, there are no dominated amplitude dependent structures in the DTR
fluctuations over all 185 stations, so the contributions to the permutation entropy fromamplitude effect areminor in theDTR
fluctuations. For simplicity, we choose PE rather than WPE to quantify the intrinsic predictability in the DTR fluctuations.
If there are dominated amplitude dependent structures in the underlying analyzed series, WPE should be chosen as the
quantitative measure on intrinsic predictability, just as suggested in the literature [2,3].

It should be pointed out why we choose DTR to show the relation between the realizable predictability and the intrinsic
predictability. Previous studies [36] show that there are contrasting multi-fractal behaviors in DTR over southern and
northern China, so we want to know whether there are also contrasting predictability behaviors in DTR over southern
and northern China. The answer to this question is yes. There are region-specific predictability behaviors in DTR over
different regions of China, andmost importantly, there are overall contrasting predictability behaviors in DTR over southern
and northern China, both realizable predictability and the intrinsic predictability. Why are there so different predictability
behaviors in DTR over southern and northern China? The detailed answer to this question deserves further studies. Even so,
we can conjecture that the different multi-fractal behaviors in DTR over southern and northern China contribute greatly to
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this dominated spatial patterns of predictability behaviors. We can also find some clues in this direction from the literature.
Previous studies show that the predictability can be enhanced by increasing nonlinearity in ENSO and Lorenz systems [9]. As
one of important nonlinear measures, the increasing multi-fractal strength in DTR fluctuations maybe also enhances their
predictability, both realizable predictability and the intrinsic predictability. At the same time, we should note that themulti-
fractal strength is not a sufficient and necessary condition to nonlinearity, andmono-fractal series can also be nonlinear [50].
This can be also taken as an explanation why there is no fully South–North contrasting behavior in DTR over China.

At last, it should be noted that the purpose of this paper is not to optimize a realizable model to reach the maximal
realized predictability in DTR fluctuations, not to make a perfect prediction of DTR fluctuations over multiple steps. So
we only consider linear model (ARFIMA(p, d, q) model) and one-step ahead prediction to show the contrasting realizable
predictability behaviors in DTR over southern and northern China. The choice indeed helps us to reach this goal, but with a
lower realized predictability. In fact, if we considermore complicated predicationmodel, such as nonlinear predictionmodel,
much higher prediction can be indeed realized over multiple steps (For example, if we adopt the nonlinear prediction based
on the Lorenz method of analogues in embedded space [2], the realizable predictability in DTR can be improved greatly.
Detailed results are not shown here). At the same time, we should point out that only station measured DTR data have
been analyzed in this paper. If we want to reach more detailed spatial patterns of both realizable predictability and the
intrinsic predictability in DTR fluctuations, reanalysis and outputs of models may be of great importance [51,52], where
more studies can be done, such as DTR reanalysis quality evaluation based on data-driven method, the mechanisms causing
DTR South–North asymmetric predictability from outputs of models and so on.
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